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A proactive approach to tmnsport needs a large organisation

The paper describes the activities that have been undertaken by UNSW in the last 2. 5 years
since committing to an Environment Policy These activities include:
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Abstract:

The aim of this paper is to provide a case study of the efforts of the University of New
South Wales (UNSW), as a large organisation and a m'!ior trip generator, to adopt a
proactive and strategic approach to transport planning and services

This paper will provide useful information to guide and encourage other large organisations
and transport providers to meet the users' needs by capturing the benefits of working
together to ensure efficient, effective and enVironmentally preferred transport services

• the development ofa transport information system consisting of substantial transport
data base about travel characteristics of UNSW staff and students and a geographical
information system (OTS) to map these travel characteristics

• the establishment of inhouse management cOmmitment to support a proactive approach
to secure better transport outcomes for UNSW and for environment protection

• liaison with transport providers to address transport problems

• the development of the UNSW Integrated Transport Strategy to implement the
information systems, administrative framework and cooperative partnerships with
transport providers to allow for continuous improvement in transport access and
continuous reduction in transport-related pollution, considering all modes to and fromUNSW
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Introduction

A new approach to old problems began in 1995 when UNSW adopted the

Environment Policy, committing to the implementation of environmental best practice in

areas of its opemtions, To achieve this end the UNSW Environment Management

(EMP) was established. Ihrough the EMP; a transpOlt infOlmation system was de',elclped

allow for the clear identification and articulation of UNSW's transport needs

opportunities for improvement Ihe transport informatiou was used to generate support

proactive transpOlt approach for UNSW,. Ihe transport information was also utilised

identify the core barriers to UNSW securing optimum transport access fOl all modes

than single occupant vehicles.. Ihe result of this work was the developmeut of the

Integrated I ransport Strategy which is now being implemented,. Ihis paper will discusS

work undertaken to establish a proactive and strategic transport approach for UNSW

Ihis situation had arisen due to the naUlre of the relationship which existed between

and transport providers" UNSW had remained fairly passive in the process of

transport access to its core centre of operation, failing to secure the necessary in',olvenlent

transport providers and finding that its general requests were consistently ignored,

or given the lowest priority by relevant transport plarming bodies UNSW's passive .~p.,U"'"<

to managing transport is typical to large organisations,
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Ihe University of New South Wales' (UNSW) Kensington campus is located ap!,ro>dm"telv

10 km south of the City of Sydney, in a densely populated suburb. It has a population

31686, of which 26894 are students and 4792 are staff members.. UNSW is a significant

genemtor, Ihe travel mode choices made by this population have been hugely detennined

a number of transport access problems, missed opportrmities and costing structru'es tavollrno','S

car use,. Unpleasant overcrowding at main bus stops, dangerous conditions for

wishing to ride to UNSW, increasing parking restrictions in streets surrounding

Uuiversity and a campus parking cost structure that provides an economic advantage

single occupant vehicles over public transport users have all served to derme

current tr'ansport profile"



Proactive Approach to l'ran'iporf Needs of a Large Organisation

Establishing the UNSW transport information system

Effective transport planning and management often begins with the establishment of a reliable

and detailed source of transport information on which decisions can be made. Standard

transport information (such as street layouts, traffic volumes and emissions rating) is usually

available from the relevant authorities, such as state transit authorities, motorist associations,

the state environmental protection authorities and national statistics bureaus (such as the

Australian Bureau of Statistics). However, access to this information rarely provides more

than a superficial overview of the transport profile of a single organisation.. To gain a useful

insight into an organisation's unique needs and situation, this information can be combined

with data specific to the organisation itself and can provide a useful context Information

specific to the organisation can include modal splits, journey times, attitudes of the people

travelling to the organisation as well as other target parameters .. What follows is a discussion

of UNSW's efforts to establish a transport information system to collect, format and analyse

transport information relating to UNSW staff and students transport characteristics Ihe

essence of this information system is the transport survey and the geographical informatiou

system..

Recognising a need for organisation-specific data, a transport survey was designed in early

1996 to capture enough information to allow for the clear identification of both UNSW's

current transport problems and its future transport opportunities.. The entire survey process,

including the design process, printing, distribution, sorting, coding, and data entry was

organised by the UNSW Environmental Project Manager and two honours students

conducting this work as their theses.. Funding to the amount of $18,000 was successfully

sought from the Roads and Traffic Authority to cover printing and data entry costs. Ihe

survey was piloted four times, to ensure the best possible design before being distributed and

completed by 1084 (20%) staff and 2538 (10%) students in mid 1996.

Ihe survey was conducted in two parts, one for the staff and another for the students since

the activity patterns of staff and students provided distinctly different opportunities for

surveying. Staff members could be reached via the internal mailing system.. Ihis was the

preferred survey channel because it was the most direct and resource efficient means of

contacting staff.. Other methods such as direct interviewing, point of entry interviewing and

surveying via e-mail were considered but these methods tended to increase resources (in

terms of labour, time and equipment) and reduce the quantity and quality of data collected..

Students however, did not belong to this internal mailing system, and had to be contacted by
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Proactive Approach to Tl'an~port Needs oj a Large Organisation

Some highlights of the analysis of the survey data are summarised as follows:

B.ble I : Transport mode and Average weekly cost for UNSW stiff and students. 1996

Travel Mode Public Car Bicycle Pedestrians

Tr'ansport

Modal Split (Average Weekly !ravel Cost)

Staff 24% ($24..85) 63%($19.30) 3% 10%

Students 59% (:li151 I) 21% ($2465) 2% 18%

Combined 52% ($165~) 29,4% ($23.84) 2.1% 163%

Total Population 16477 9316 665 5165

Some other iuformation arising from the survey which was immediately useful included :

• 30% or (8900) UNSW staff and students live within a 4km radius of UNSW. Of this

group. 6920 ar'e students and 827 drive their single occupant vehicle to and from UNSW

everyday.

• 66% or (8073) students and staff catch a bus from Central Station (at Eddy Ave) to

UNSW and of this group 80% considered that overcrowding, long travel and waiting

times were a major disinoentive

• one third of all staff and one hall of all students who ride their bike to and from UNSW

have had an accident Bike accidents were most commonly attributed to lack of space on

lOads and traffic dangers

Information on modal splits were compared with previous studies done in 1989 by Stapleton

and Hallam, which showed a significant shift away from car use (71 % in 1989 to 64% in

1996) and towards public transport (18% in 1989 to 24% in 1996). Ihis is primarily

attributed to the fact that students are more likely to catch public transport than staff and the

student population growth rate has been much greater than the staff population growth rate

over this period. It is also hecause there was no corresponding growth in parking availability..

Discrepancies in the figures were made up for by increases in walking and cycling

Frequency charts of all the data collected were produoed so the results could be used as soon

as possible after surveying. Ihese frequency charts confirmed the suspected population

distribution of staff and students, their arrival times and the general demographic make-up of

the university.
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While the available data had contributed immensely to the understanding of the university's

transport profile there was still a need to fwther analyse its spatial components and to prOVide

the information in an easily digestible format for decision makers at all levels inside and

outside UNSW. In 1997, the survey data was analysed and incorporated into a Maplnfo

based geographical information system (GIS) along with a database of all staff and students

addresses, supplied by the University administration.. A detailed street level map for Sydney,

a number of boundary definitions (such as the suburb boundaries for Sydney) and some main

service routes (such as the railways) were incorporated into the GIS. This allowed for the

geocoding and spatial analysis of the extensive survey data as well as the UNSW staff and

student records, in a maller of weeks, despite having limited prior experience with operating a

ms..

Geocoding of the survey data was hindered because street number information had not been

record by the survey.. However, by marching street names, suburbs, posrcodes and

demographic information with those available form Staff and Student records, it was possible

to infer probable street numbers for 80% of the survey respondents, with the remaining 20%

coded to the middle of a street.. Although there were cases where the geocoded address

differed from the possible exact point of origin of a respondent, the differences in most cases

amounted to only a few hundred meters, and only in a very few cases were the errors more

than a few kilometres. This level of error was deemed acceptable for most transport planning

purposes

The GIS allowed the Transport Research Program to map transport characteristics from the

3622 survey respondents.. Maps of journey times, travel modes, travel attitudes, potential

SUppOIt for various transport initiatives and environmental emissions- were produced, mostly

at the suburb-boundary level

Extrapolating the data to the entire university population involved looking at the transport

characteristics of nearby surveyed poiots and the distribution of these characteristics within a

defmed area, such as a suburb boundary. For example, assigning a mode to

points io a suburb would iovolve distributing modes according to the surveyed modal split

that particular suburb.
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reduction would be significant because of the polluting nature of the many short car

being undertaken from Coogee and Maronbra to UNSW. (See Figure 2)
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Figure 2 : Current UNSW transport C02 emissions Total annual emissions by source
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The transport GIS has also allowed for the development of a transport greenhouse nrclfiJej'j'l

(see figure 2) which will be used as a basis to measure and monitor UNSW's emnromnent1\

performance in relation to transport, as part of the urtiversity's commitment

Commonwealth Greenhouse Challenge Agreement The transport emission profile

clear evaluation of transport initiatives according to their potential emission re,jU<:ticlns

example we have been able to see that the implementation of a bike path network







Proactive Approach to Tranrport Needs ofa Lalge Organisation

In emly April 1998 the UNSW Vice-Chancellor agreed to fund the UNSW Inregrared

Iransport Straregy (lIS) See htrpll:ies.web.unswedu.aulAUEMN/gen trans.htrn for the full

ITS. Ihe ITS has been designed to improve transport access by all modes of transport to and

from UNSW and to reduce environmental impacts of transport by reducing privare motor

vehicle usage and encouraging low impact means of transport The implementation of the lIS

will see UNSW pro-actively pursuing betrer transport planning through the development of

effective information and reporting processes and the development of cooperative planning

partnerships between UNSW and the major transport planning bodies. What follows is a
discussion of the five core elements of the ITS..

Ihe ITS will guide UNSW to the establishment of inbouse administration and implementation

resources and structw-es to ensure that continuous improvement in transport planning is

achieved. Ihe lIS will ensure that UNSW has the hwnan resource capabilities to respond to

new transport initiatives, exrernally or internally imposed, thereby ensuring that UNSW's

needs are clemly and actively represenred Figure 3 details the management framework
developed to ensur'e the success of the lIS.
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Figure 3: UNSW Inregrated Transport Strategy - Management Framework 1998
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The implementation process is to be guided by the UNSW Transport Committee and

Environment Management Program. To undertake the implementation work, UNsW

employed a Transport Coordinator and a Government Transport Liaison Officer The

the Transport Coordinator is to build on the work done so far to collect, analyse, format

report information, effectively identifying staff and student transport needs and

opportunities for continuous improvement.. This position will also be responsible

maintaining a transport greenhouse profIle and disseminating transport information to

and students. The roIe of the Government Transport Liaison Officer will be to

ongoing reporting and plantting relationships with all relevant transport planning bodies

ensure that UNSW's needs are considered and opportunities for service improvements

pursued.

The ITS will utilise and further develop the transport information system to ensure staff

student transport needs and opportunities are regularly identified and reported

commitment has been made in the ITS to ensure the regular collection, analysis and repor

of transport data which meets the transport plantting requirements of UNSW and oth

organisations.. These include addressing transport issues such as: bus service planning

timetabling, pedestrian safety at bus stops, carpooling initiatives, parking policy, internal

external pedestrian access, regional bike path development, greenhouse emission mo:nitoring

and various other transport initiatives..

The process of transport planning normally resides within the scope of external transp'o~

organisations, such as Sydney Buses, the Department of Transport, the Roads and

Authority and Local Government The ITS recognises that to 'get it right', decisions

external transport organisations which affect UNSW need to be made with the repres<,nrnltio~

and consultation of UNSW.. Through the ITS, UNSW aims to position itself to influetlC<)

external development through clear identification of stakeholder involvement and tolmU"au~'

of ongoing relationships with key transport planning bodies at the state and local

These ongoing relationships will allow for the effective exchange of transport inf(llffi.atiOI

regarding all transport modes, the collaborative generation of transport improvements

provision of assistance from UNSW for local and regional transport planning initiati'ves

Another element of the ITS is the establishment of information dissemination sys:teDOS

effectively inform users and potential userS of their transport options to and from

Strategies are under development to allow for the promotion of Cllirent and new

directly to potential users.. Transport information distributed to the University cornmllll111~:
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providers. The necessary core changes to be adopted by transport providers include:

establishment of planning frameworks to allow for the effective ongoing participation of large

orgartisations; adoption of an integrated planning approach to ensure adequate response to the

transport issues of large organisations by all relevant transport providers. Such a shared

investment by transport providers and large orgartisations will make a significant contribution

towards better transport planning for Sydney.
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